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Serbian emergency shelters for Bosnian refugees sold to the public as a concentration camp
to win public support for international intervention. 

In August 1992, millions of people were shocked
to see photographs of a supposed Bosnian Serb death camp. But the death camp story was
a lie. The ITN crew had filmed from inside a fenced-in storage area. By shooting through the
fence ITN created footage that gave the impression that the Bosnian men were imprisoned.
With a little editing, this footage was turned into pictures that gave the impression of a
death camp – media manipulation.

The death camps were in fact refugee centers.

The photos were produced by ITN, the British TV news giant, from footage shot by an ITN
film crew which spent a long day in Bosnia. The film was shot in a refugee center in the town
of Trnopolje. (Pronounced Tern-op-ol-yay)

Most of the photographs featured a tall, emaciated man with a deformed chest, stripped to
the waist, apparently imprisoned behind barbed wire. Do you remember those pictures?
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They were a hoax.

This is proved in the Serbian TV Movie entitled Judgment, English version with commentary
produced by Jared Israel and Peter Makara, Emperor’s Clothes.

To start  with,  the barbed wire was staged.  As you will  see in this  movie the ITN film crew
went inside a storage area surrounded by a chicken wire and barbed wire fence. They filmed
through the fence, thus creating the false impression that the people they were filming were
fenced in. Now if this truly was a facility to murder people why would it be fenced of with a
chicken fence, that is about 2m high, this fence could easily be destroyed using bear hands.

That was only their first cute trick. Step by step, Judgment! shows how these phony pictures
were created. Judgment! is so damning that ITN’s lawyers have threatened the Internet
company  that  hosts  the  server  with  a  law  suit  because  they  advertise  the  film  on  this
website,  www.tenc.net!

The fabricated photos were broadcast worldwide starting on August 6th, accompanied by
captions and comments comparing Trnopolje to Nazi death camps.

It was a big lie.

Since 1992, fake videos and images have been used by the mainstream media to justify US-
NATO interventions in Iraq, Syria, Libya, Ukraine

Video Production: Emperor’s Clothes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xss0…

This complete version is no longer available

See also the following review, which acknowledges that the images and ITN production
which made the headlines of the mainstream media were used as a pretext to invade a
sovereign country on humanitarian grounds.
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